§ 585.507 Certain exportations to the FRY (S&M) authorized.

(a) All transactions ordinarily incident to the exportation of any item, commodity, or product from the United States to or destined for the FRY (S&M) are authorized if:

1. Such exports would ordinarily be authorized under one of the following regulations administered by the Department of Commerce: 15 CFR 771.6—General license BAGGAGE (accompanied and unaccompanied baggage); 15 CFR 771.13—General license GUS (shipments to personnel and agencies of the U.S. Government); or;

2. Such exports are for the official use of the United Nations, its personnel and agencies (excluding its relief or development agencies).

(b) All transactions related to exportation or reexportation not otherwise authorized in this part are prohibited unless licensed by the Office of Foreign Assets Control pursuant to the procedures described in §585.801.

§ 585.508 Importation of household and personal effects from the FRY (S&M) authorized.

The importation of household and personal effects originating in the FRY (S&M), including baggage and articles for family use, of persons arriving in the United States directly or indirectly from the FRY (S&M) is authorized. Articles included in such effects may be imported without limitation provided they were actually used by such persons or their family members abroad, are not intended for any other person or for sale, and are not otherwise prohibited from importation.

§ 585.509 Trading in certain pre-sanctions obligations of debtors in the Republics of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, and Macedonia authorized.

(a) All transactions by U.S. persons involving secondary market trading in debt obligations, or portions thereof, as well as “Qualified Transactions” that result in the cancellation of Refinancing Loans, or portions thereof, originally incurred or transferred to banks (“Pre-sanctions Obligors”) organized and headquartered in the Republics of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, and Macedonia, prior to the effective date, and rescheduled pursuant to the “New Financing Agreement” of September 20, 1988 (the “NFA”), are authorized, notwithstanding the joint and several liability undertaken by the National Bank of Yugoslavia and/or of banks located in the FRY (S&M), for repayment of such obligations.

(b) Nothing in this section shall authorize trading in debt obligations, or portions thereof, subject to the NFA for which the Pre-sanctions Obligor was the National Bank of Yugoslavia or an entity organized or headquartered in Serbia or Montenegro.

(c) No transfer of debt obligations, or portions thereof, for which the National Bank of Yugoslavia or a bank located in the FRY (S&M) has joint or several liability may be completed unless the transferee undertakes in writing that the debt obligations will not...
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be further transferred to or for the benefit of the Government of the FRY (S&M), including the National Bank of Yugoslavia, or any person in the FRY (S&M), until permitted by U.S. law.

(d) A U.S. person involved in the transfer of any debt obligation for which the National Bank of Yugoslavia or an entity located in the FRY (S&M) has joint or several liability must file a report with the Blocked Assets Division, Office of Foreign Assets Control, U.S. Treasury Department, 1500 Pennsylvania Ave., NW.—Annex, Washington, DC 20220, within 10 days of the transfer, providing:

(1) The names and addresses of the transferor, transferee and the U.S. person involved if neither of the foregoing;

(2)(i) A copy of the “Refinancing Loan Notice” required pursuant to the NFA concerning the debt obligation transferred, and

(ii) If a Pre-sanctions Obligor located or headquartered in Serbia or Montenegro, including the National Bank of Yugoslavia, is included in a consortium of obligors identified in a “Refinancing Loan Notice” for the debt obligation transferred is that of a Pre-sanctions Obligor organized and headquartered in the Republic of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, or Macedonia; and

(3) A certification that the transfer documents include the transferee’s undertaking required in paragraph (c) of this section.
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§ 585.511 Extensions or renewals of letters of credit authorized.

(a) The extension or renewal, at the request of the account party, of a letter of credit or a standby letter of credit issued or confirmed by a U.S. financial institution is authorized, provided no transfer of funds is made except to a blocked account.

(b) Transactions conducted pursuant to this section must be reported to the Blocked Assets Division, Office of Foreign Assets Control, U.S. Treasury Department, 1500 Pennsylvania Ave., NW.—Annex, Washington, DC 20220, within 10 days after completion of the transaction.

§ 585.512 Transactions relating to travel to or within the FRY (S&M).

(a) All transactions by U.S. persons related to nonbusiness travel to, from, and within the FRY (S&M) are authorized, including the booking of travel arrangements, the payment of living expenses, and the acquisition of goods for personal consumption within the FRY (S&M), provided that such transactions may involve transportation by air into or out of the FRY (S&M).

(b) All transactions by U.S. persons related to travel to, from, and within, and to activities within, the FRY (S&M) for the conduct of the official